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Abstract

The overall objective is to present a procedure based on a Couette analogy to quantitatively analyse torque/rotor speed data and extract 
viscosity/ shear-rate curves using a non-conventional geometry. Diphasic flows of energetic concentrated suspensions of melt-cast 
insensitive explosives exhibit particular rheological properties. The characterization of these complex fluids may be a challenging task when 
conventional rheometers are used. Placing these dense suspensions in a classic cylindrical geometry may lead to a partial destruction of the 
internal fluid structure. To prevent that, a “RheoXF” a mixer-type rheometer has been developed: it consists in a mixing device with quite a 
complex geometry rotating in a cylindrical tank. To evaluate the rheological constants (virtual radius, virtual shear rate and stress constants)
of thus mixing rheometer, we used five Newtonian fluids. After this calibration, the rheological characterizations were carried out on five 
formulations. The unique parameter which changes in these formulations is the batch’s origin of a secondary explosive: the 3-nitro-1,2,4-
triazole-5-one . These energetic particles differ by their morphology, maximum packing density and may be by their process synthesis. After 
having determined pseudoplastic parameters, a correlation has been made with the evolution of maximum packing density values calculated 
with De Larrard model.

Keywords: Couette analogy, Mixer-Type rheometry, Complex fluid, Pseudoplastic parameters, De Larrard model

1 Introduction 

Special series of formulations (XF13333) used in the 
ammunition 155 LU-211-M have been considered to 
elaborate explosives implemented by melt cast process. The
formulation must satisfy one first primary criterion:  an
industrially profitable cast time. 

Fig. 1. LU-211-M (on the left) and the melt cast process (on the right)

The XF13333 formulation is composed of a liquid phase 
made up of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene, wax and surfactant and a 
solid phase composed of 3-nitro-1,2,4-triazol-5-one and 
aluminium (the solid volume fraction is higher than 0.50). 
The granular species have an average particle size of 200-
600 µm for 3-nitro-1,2,4-triazol-5-one and 10-30 µm for 
aluminium.

*Corresponding author: jp.guillemin@nexter-group.fr / 
jp.guillemin@gmail.com

For highly concentrated suspensions, the viscosity has a 
strong, non linear, dependence with particle interactions. 
Beyond a certain solid volume fraction, the viscosity of 
suspensions increases more and more strongly as the solid
loading level increases, until one reaches the maximum 
packing density m . A recent study has shown that the

melt-cast explosive flow time principally depends on m
[1].

This complex fluid cannot be characterized by a single 
measurement of viscosity in a rheometer with traditional 
geometry. In rheometry, the use of several mixing impellers
makes it possible to characterize the fluid flow over a broad 
range of rheological properties [2-3-4]. Typical rotational
rheometers include coaxial cylinders, cone and plate and 
parallel plate rheometers. Each geometry has obviously its 
advantages but also its drawbacks for a given fluid to 

characterize [5]. Rheological characterization of complex 
fluids such as XF13333 might be a challenging task when 
conventional rheometers are used. Placing this energetic 
concentrated material in such geometries may result in a 
partial destruction of the internal structure (caused by phase 
separation, sedimentation or flotation which may occur in a 
short timespan, between 1 and 10 min), and thus distort the 
rheological characterization. 

To overcome this problem, a new mixing impeller, 
RheoXF has been designed, and mounted on a conventional 
rheometer. Its key features are:

- low required energy levels (risk of 
destabilisation)

- good mixing ability (keep the formulation 
homogeneous)

- small size (adaptable to standard Couette 
rheometers)

The viscosity, shear rate and shear stress are deduced from 
the speed and the torque measurements. 

In this work, a new procedure based on Couette analogy 
will be proposed to quantitatively analyse torque/rotor 
speed data. In order to determine the stress constant and the 
shear rate constant, five experiments performed with model 
fluids. Then the rheological parameters, of each energetic 
suspension obeying the pseudoplastic model (power law or 
Ostwald model) are determined and correlated with the 
maximum packing density values calculated with a 
polydisperse packing model.

Nomenclature

A torque/speed constant (N.m.s)
aij wall effect exerted by the coarser particles
bij loosening effect exerted by the finer particles
C experimental packing density
H distance from fluid free surface to the mixing-
impeller (m)
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k consistency index (Pa.sn)

.

v

K


virtual shear rate constant

K stress constant (Pa.N-1.m-1)

M torque (N.m)>0
n flow index
N rotational velocity (s-1)
r variable radius (m)
Rout radius of the cylindrical tank (m)
Rin radius of the equivalent inner cylinder (m)
v tangential velocity (m.s-1)

Greek letters
i volume fraction of particles belonging to class i
i residual packing density i.e. when the class i is 

alone and fully packed
.

 shear rate (s-1)
.

v virtual shear rate (s-1)

 suspension viscosity (Pa.s)

0 Newtonian viscosity of interstitial fluid (Pa.s)

 solid volume fraction

i packing density of class i

m maximum packing density

b bulk density (g.cm-3)

t true density (g.cm-3)

 shear stress (Pa)

2 Theories

2.1 Couette analogy

2.1.1 Determination of the virtual shear rate expression

First let us remember that a Couette rheometer is typically 
composed of two coaxial cylinders, which radius are very 
close from each other (0<Rout-Rin<<Rin). The gap between 
the two cylinders is filled with the fluid of unknown 
viscosity and the inner cylinder is rotating, while the outer 
one is kept motionless. Provided that the shear flow 
satisfies some characteristics, the measurement of the 
torque and rotation speed gives access to the fluid dynamic 
viscosity.

When the flow in a cylindrical tank (Rout) is established by 
a more or less standard impeller instead of a rotating inner 
cylinder, the Couette analogy [6-7] consists in determining 
the internal radius Rin for an equivalent virtual Couette 
system (the height H and outer radius Rout are kept 
constant).

The assumptions made on the laminar flow of an 
incompressible fluid in Couette geometry are as follows.
The free surface flow remains horizontal. The disturbing 
effects related to the normal stress are thus negligible. This 
implies that the vertical velocity component is null. The 
flow effects at the bottom of the tank are negligible and the 
fluid slips perfectly along the horizontal surface of the 
virtual cylinder. The fluid is homogenous and the inertial 
effects are negligible. Under these conditions and in a 
virtual cylindrical referential, the system symmetry imposes 
that the only not-null component is the tangential 

velocityv . The shear rate
.

  is thus given by:

. d v
r

dr r
    

 
             (1)

In cylindrical geometry, the general expression of the shear 
stress  is given by:

2
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where M is the generated torque .
To establish a relation between shear stress and shear rate, 
an a priori assumption on the rheological behaviour of the 
fluid must be chosen. From previous work [8], we know 
that the XF13333 formulations give non-Newtonian 
systems and are quite well described by a pseudoplastic
power law. So, we shall focus on fluids that obey the law: 

. n

k              (3)

where k and n are the consistency and flow indexes, 
respectively.
With Eq. (1), Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) and after integration 
between Rout and Rin, we obtain the general shear rate 
expression:
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where N is the rotational velocity (s-1).

Combining Eq. (1) and Eq. (4) when r = Rin provides:
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with n = 1 and k = , the relationship between torque M and 
rotational velocity N becomes:

.M A N             (6)

with 
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where A is dependant of the Newtonian fluid viscosity 
After having defined the internal radius of our virtual 
Couette geometry, we can define the virtual shearing 

rate
.

v given by:
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Combining Eq. (1), Eq. (2), Eq. (3) and after integration 
between inR  and outR gives:
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Finally
.

v  can be calculated with Eq. (5), Eq. (8) and Eq. 

(9). The result corresponds to Eq. (10):
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Let us notice that .

v

K


 is nothing else than the Metzner 

Otto constant, well-known in the field of agitation-mixing 
[9]. As we can see it and with the evoked 
assumptions, .

v

K


 is independent of the behaviour of the 

fluid Newtonian or not. This result is experimentally 
observed by many authors [10-11-12-13]. Some
Computational Fluid Dynamic approaches give the same 
result [14].

2.1.2 Determination of shear stress constant

Contrary to the virtual shear rate, the shear stress constant 
K can be determined without the assumption of a virtual 

geometry. Indeed, the shear stress   is macroscopically 
observable for any geometry. Thus  can be directly given 
by the following expression:

.K M             (12)

Combining Eq. (3), Eq. (9) and Eq. (11), we find:

.. .
v

n

k K N
K
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             (13)

This constant can be determined for Newtonian fluids (with 
n =1 andk  )

2.2 Relations between viscosity and the maximum 
packing density

Since the publication of Einstein analysing the viscosity of 
dilute suspensions of rigid spheres in a viscous liquid, 
numerous equations have been proposed to try and extend 
Einstein's formula to suspensions of higher concentrations.
For example, three rheological expressions are given in 
Tab. (1).

Table 1. Rheological equations uses un the field of concentrated 
suspensions

These relationships express the viscosity of dispersions of 
spherical particles as a function of the viscosity of the 
interstitial fluid 0 , the volume fraction of solids  and the 

maximum packing density of the solidsm. Thus for a 
constant volume fraction of solids, the viscosity 
relationships derive from the general expression:

 0 m          (14)

Where ( )m   represents a function of m.

XF13333 formulations present a volumic solid fraction 
higher than 0.50. At this point, particle interactions can 
influence viscosity more and more strongly as the level of 
solids increases until reaches the maximum packing 
density m . Many strong similarities appear between 

concrete and explosives like XF13333 (great number of 
granulometric scales, range of the component 

morphologies, …). A number of packing models have been 
developed over the past 70 years, such as Furnas [18], Aim
[19], Toufar [20], Stovall [21], Devar [22], and the De 
Larrard models [23-24]. Reviews by both Johansen [25]
and Dewar [26] concluded that Furnas and Aim models are 
unsuitable for concrete mix constituent proportioning and 
are, therefore not considered in this study. In this kind of 
approach, the model developed by De Larrard, in the field 
of concrete suspensions, seems very attractive [24]. This 
model predicts the maximum packing density of a 
polydisperse mix, from three parameters: the particle size 
distribution of the mix, its true density and the experimental 
packing density of the solid species. The use of software is 
required to determine the maximum packing density. In this 
study, the RENE-LCPC software developed by De Larrard 
and T. Sedran [27] has been selected. The details of the 
algorithm will not be described here but the interested 
reader may refer to some of the associated publications [21-
28-29].

This model deals with grain mixtures in which linear 
combinations of packing densities allow to predict the 
packing density of a mixture of monosized particles di

(d1<d2<…<dn) from:

1

1 1

1 (1 )
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Where i is the packing density of class i; i is the volume 
fraction of solid particles belonging to class i; i is the 
residual packing density i.e. when the class i is alone and 
fully packed. To compute the packing density of the overall 
mixture, one considers that the bulk volume of the class i
fills the porous space around the coarser grains; moreover, 
the volume of finer classes inserted in the voids of class i
must be added. Two interaction effects must be taken into 
account in this calculation: the wall effect, aij, exerted by 
the coarser particles and the loosening effect, bij, exerted by 
the finer particles. Finally, m is given by Eq. (16).

1
min 
 

m i
i N

      (16)

3 Experimental Set-up, materials and protocol

3.1 Experimental set-up

Conventional Couette rheometers are not be used to 
perform viscosity measurements on XF13333 (due to phase 
separations, segregation, flocculation…). So, a home made 
rheometer, composed of a cylindrical tank and a specially 
designed impeller, has been developed. A shearing spindle, 
called RheoXF, is drawn on Fig. (2) using commercial 
Computer Aided Design (CAD) software Pro/Engineer.

Fig. 2. RheoXF CAD with Pro/Engineer

Fig. 3. Dimensions of new mixing-impeller (H = 17.70 mm, R1 = 
19 mm, R2 = 14.26 mm, Rout = 24.05 mm,  = 5°,  = 15°)

To control the temperature (+/-0.1°C), a regulated bath 
(Haake) is used.
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3.2 Rheometer calibration method 

To calculate the virtual inner radius Rin defined above, 
three steps are necessary:

 measuring the dynamic viscosity of a given 
Newtonian fluid at 25°C with a conventional Couette 
rheometer (Rheomat 30, Contraves),

 measuring the torque-speed data when the same fluid 
is agitated in the home-made rheometer,

 use the Couette analogy to calculate the virtual inner 
radius Rin.

To improve the quality of the calibration, five Newtonian 
fluids: Liquiflex are considered. These fluids are hydroxyl 
terminated polybutadiene (Liquiflex H), Urethane H200-
AT Vosschemie, Glycerol Prolabo 99.65%, Rhodorsil 
silicon oils 47V500 and 47V20.

3.3 XF13333 formulations

Five XF13333 formulations are studied. The compounds 
used in these formulations are listed in Tab. (2). Mass 
fractions are given in Tab. (3).

Table 2. Compounds used in XF13333 formulations

Table 3. Mass fractions of the different compounds used in 
XF13333 formulation. 

We used five NTO samples, referred to as: E1, E2, E4, 
D and D’. These NTO exhibit approximately the same
particle size distribution (150-800 µm). They differ by their 
morphology (Fig. (4)) and by their experimental packing 
density (Tab. (4)). Another difference between NTO 
samples can come from their process of synthesis but this 
information could not be obtained by the suppliers.
Aluminium powder, ECKA MEP 163 CL RE 925 (noted 
Al) has an average size of 15 µm (Fig. (5)). The 
experimental packing density C is calculated from the true 
and bulk densities:




 t

b

C            (17)

The true density t  is measured with a helium pycnometer 

from Micromeritics (AccuPyc 1330) and the bulk density 
b  with a volumenometer. 

Fig. 4. NTO morphologies obtained by scanning electron 
microscopy. E1, E2 and E3 NTO particle shapes are less regular 

than D and D’ NTO particle shapes.

Fig. 5. Aluminium morphologies obtained by scanning electron 
microscopy. Aluminium particle shapes are irregular.

Table 4. Bulk density r , True density t  and experimental 

packing densityC  of granular species

3.4 Determination of pseudoplastic parameters 

For each XF13333 formulation, the RheoXF mixer is used 
to obtain homogeneous concentrated suspensions. Each 
formulation is mixed at 350 rpm during 30 min at 85°C. 
Then, every 5 seconds, the rotational speed is decreased 
stepwise. For each step, that lasts 5 seconds, the torque is 
measured at a given rotational velocity.

4 Results and Discussions

4.1 Rheometer calibration 

For determining the virtual inner radius, the virtual shear 
rate and the stress constant, rheological curves with a 
standard Couette rheometer has been determining at 25°C 
for five typical liquids. All fluids appear to be Newtonian. 
For each test fluid, the slope of the curve gives the dynamic 
viscosity and standard deviation as shown in Tab. (5).

Table 5. Viscosity  of Newtonian fluids obtained Couette 

geometry at 25°C

Then, the same five test-fluids are characterized with the 
new RheoXF rheometer. Measurements of the torque (M) 
for several values of the rotational speed N lead to the 
determination of slope values A. Finally, the relationship 
between A (given by RheoXF) and  (given by a Couette 
rheometer) allows the calculations of the virtual radius Rin, 
the virtual shear rate constant .

v

K


 and the stress 

constant K .

Fig. 6. Torque/Speed data for each Newtonian fluid characterized 
with RheoXF at 25°C

Table 6. A values for each Newtonian fluids at 25°C

Fig. 7. Correlation between A coefficient and viscosity 

Fig. 8. Correlation between torque M  and shear stress . Curve 

slope gives the shear stress constant K

The estimated Rin, .

v

K


and K  values for this non-

conventional geometry are respectively 17.170±0,004 mm, 
15.691±0.003 and 18.59.103±0.14.103 Pa.N-1.m-1. The 
virtual shear rate constant (i.e. Metzner-Otto constant) is 
found to be of the same order of magnitude as those obtain 
with other complex geometries similar to RheoXF impeller 
design. For example, the Metzner-Otto constant is equal to 
10 (resp. 11.58) for a marine propeller (resp. harness with 
six right blades) [9].

4.2 Rheological measurements of XF13333 
formulations

The rheological behaviour of XF13333 formulations, 
obtained using RheoXF is shown on Fig. (9). Two 
formulations (E4 and D’) are characterized using Couette 
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geometry. Rheological curves are given in Fig (10). As we 
can observe, the rheological curves using Couette 
Geometry give a rheological signature which doesn’t 
correctly quantify the flow behaviour of these two 
suspensions.

Fig. 9. Rheological curves of XF13333 formulations, obtained 
using RheoXF, at 85°C

Fig. 10. Rheological curves of XF13333 at 85°C with Couette 
geometry.

The experimental curves, obtained using RheoXF, can be 
satisfactorily fitted with a power law as mentioned in Eq. 
(3). The corresponding pseudoplastic parameters k and n
are given in Tab. (7). These coefficients are obtained by 
method of least squares on experimental curves.

Table 7. Consistency index k and flow index n of XF13333 
formulations at 85°C. 

4.3 Correlation with maximum packing density

The measured consistency index k and flow index n are 
plotted as a function of the reduced volume 
fraction m  for each XF13333 formulation. As Fig. (11) 

shows, k decreases when the ratio m  decreases. In other 

words, the lower k, the less viscous the energetic paste.

Fig. 11. Evolution of the consistency index k at 85°C with m 

where m  is calculated using De Larrard model

A correlation between the flow index n and m   is also 

established. Fig. (12) shows an increase of n with a 
decrease of m  . For a given m value, we find the 

intuitive result that the fluid tends to behave as Newtonian
(n = 1) when the solid volume fraction tends to zero.

Fig. 12. Evolution of flow index n at 85°C with m  where m  is 

calculated using De Larrard model

5 Conclusions

In spite of the complex nature of XF13333 formulations, 
the new RheoXF rheometer can offer the most reliable 
rheological analysis. The original geometry designed to 
realize an homogeneous formulation directly in a classic 
rheometer, enable us to determine rheological signatures of 
our energetic concentrated suspensions.
The procedure initially developed by Bousmina and al. [6] 
made it possible to quantify the flow behaviour of our 
suspensions. Definition of a virtual shear rate constant in a 
Couette flow leads also to the rheological fluid 
independence for the Metzner-Otto constant literal 
expression.
With the Couette Analogy, XF13333 formulations can be 
simply characterized and pseudoplastic parameters k, n
determined. These parameters have been correlated with the 
maximum packing density m calculated with the De 

Larrard model, initially developed for highly concentrated 

concrete suspensions. It was found that the consistency 
index k increases when the ratio m  decreases and, on the 

contrary, that a rise of the flow index n was observed with a 
decrease of m  . 
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